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Penny What’s this, Noble? So the lady is brandishing? 

Livia No, ma’am, it’s up in her room. I put it back in her handbag. That’s probably the best 

place. Much better than having it lay about in the open.  

Noble And what were you doing in my handbag?  

Livia I wasn’t in the handbag. It’s too…  (shows how small the handbag is) … small for that. 

But I had to stand on a chair to close the top window and then I bumped into the 

handbag and it fell down and it said bonk and there it was.  

Platt Bonk? 

Livia Bonk, it said.  

Noble (Explaining to Platt). It’s just a tiny revolver. I feel much safer with it. There are so 

many dubious characters roaming the countryside. (SFX: The doorbell chimes). Now 

that must be the police. I’ll go, as Grimlish is busy.  

Penny No, let me. Maybe it’s another hunk.  

Platt I’d better go along.  

Penny (To Noble). And if the policeman has forgotten his revolver, I’m sure you’ll let him 

borrow yours? 

Penny and Platt exit. Distressed, Noble walks downstage. 

Livia Shouldn’t I have said that about the gun? It just flumped out of me. Things flump out 

of me. That’s just how I am. Flumpy.  

Noble It doesn’t matter, Livia. Soon nothing will matter any more. 

Livia Won’t nothing not matter no more? 

Noble No. Nothing will matter no more.  

Livia I see.  

Noble Are you sure? 

Livia No.  

Noble Good. 

Livia But, Miss Noble. Is there nothing I can do to help you? Or something?  

Noble Call me Hedda.  

Livia ‘Hedda’. Is that all?  

Noble (Clutching Livia’s arm). No, there’s more. Listen to me, Livia. 

Livia Yes, Hedda. 

Noble You must not get too closely attached to this house or the people in it. Soon dramatic 

events will turn The Arches upside-down. (She slightly emphasises ‘dramatic events’). 

Livia Do you mean The Black Fox, Hedda?  

Noble No. Something else. Something darker than The Black Fox.  

Livia He is black, Hedda. Is it darker than black? That’s very dark.  

Noble I can’t say any more.  

Livia I won’t tell a living soul, Hedda.  

Noble (Moving away from her). No! I have already said too much. (She walks away, then stops). 

And stop calling me ‘Hedda’ all the ruddy time! (She exits). 

Bullock 1 and Platt enter. Bullock 1 is dressed in a three piece suit with a tie and a watch-chain, and a 

trenchcoat. He is wet from the rain, and maniacally energetic. Livia pretends to be tidying the room. 

Bullock 1 You have a charming daughter, Mister Platt. If I may be so frank. (Platt chuckles with 

pride. Bullock 1 passes the steps and turns. Platt waves him down into the lounge). By the 

way, where did she go?  

Platt She said she was heading over to the servant’s wing to make the new chauffeur feel at 

home. (Resignedly). You’re damn right she is a darling creature. Has that from her 

mother. (He gestures at the portrait). God knows where she got it. 

Bullock 1 (Discovering the Chinese vase). Ah! Ming! 
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Platt Wrong. 

Bullock 1 Wrong? 

Platt Tang. 

Bullock 1 Oh, dang.  

Platt You know your dynasties, Inspector Bullock. But this is the jewel in the crown. 

Etruscan. Solid gold. Gypped it off a blind cripple in the Damascus casbah. Worth a 

king’s ransom. One of the good kings. Sure to be top of The Black Fox’s wish list.  

Bullock 1 About The Black Fox. May I speak to you in private?  

Platt snaps his fingers twice. Livia exits. 

Platt I have absolute trust in my people, but you’re in charge. Spit it out, Inspector.  

Bullock 1 The letter from The Fox… do you have it? (Platt takes it out of his inside pocket and 

hands it to Bullock 1, who studies it). Hm. Queer. 

Platt What’s so queer about it?  

Bullock 1 This is the first time The Fox has announced his appearance in advance. He must have 

a reason for this. Unless… 

Platt Yes? 

Bullock 1 Unless someone else wrote this letter.  

Platt Is that what you believe?  

Bullock 1 I never believe. My job is to know. You said the brick came through a window? 

Platt Yes, in the Conservatory. (He points). 

Bullock 1 (Folding the letter and putting it in his pocket). In that case, I would like to see… the 

Study.  

Platt The Study?  

Bullock 1 Exactly.  

Platt Honestly, Bullock. Considering the current situation you should have other things on 

your mind. How about fingerprints? Footprints? How about… 

Bullock 1 I don’t tell you how to sell footwear, Mister Platt, and I expect you not to tell me how 

to do my job. Sit down! (Platt falls backwards into the armchair). The Fox is a genius. 

He may appear anywhere, at any time, in any disguise. One day as an elderly 

gentleman. Another day as a small child. Perhaps a woman? Or even… an officer of 

the law? (FX/SFX: Lightning. Thunder). Such a man can only be stopped by ingenuity. 

(He grabs two oranges from the fruitbowl). His brain, against mine. We shall see who 

triumphs when our two brains… crash! (Bullock 1 bashes the oranges against each other, 

making the juice squirt. Pause. He puts the oranges back into the bowl). And now, please… 

the Study.  

Platt This way. 

Bullock 1 (Following, shaking the juice off his fingers). May I borrow your handkerchief?  

Platt and Bullock 1 exit to the study. Platt hands Bullock 1 the handkerchief from his breast pocket.  Thomas 

and Malcolm enter. Thomas is leisurely smoking a cigar, Malcolm paces restlessly. 

Malcolm What shall I do, Thomas? I’m at my wits’ end!  

Thomas Not far, then.  

Malcolm That strumpet… Colette, she makes me lose my appetite! 

Thomas Yes, I noticed at dinner.  

Malcolm You did, right? I only had one helping of the pudding.  

Thomas Speaking of pudding, old boy…  

Malcolm There is more in the pantry.  

Thomas No, I was making innuendo.  

Malcolm I thought you were talking about food.  

Thomas No, I was talking about sex. She. Miss LaMarre. ‘Piano lessons’, hmm? I wouldn’t 

mind her giving me some. And you’re trying to convince me that you haven’t tickled 


